We study the spacetime noncommutative effect on black hole as particle accelerators and, find that particle falling from infinity with zero velocity cannot collide with unbound energy when the noncommutative Kerr black hole is exactly extremal. Our results also show that the bigger of the spinning black hole's mass is, the higher of center of mass energy that the particles obtain. For small and medium noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole, the collision energy depends on the black holes' mass.
Introduction
Bañados et al 1 and some other authors [2] [3] [4] [5] 7 recently showed that particles falling freely from rest outside a Kerr black hole can collide with arbitrarily high center of mass energy in the limiting case of maximal black hole spin. They proposed that this might lead to signals from ultra high energy collisions, for example of dark matter particles. It seems that this arbitrarily high center of mass energy was generally accepted, however, it was criticized recently. [6] [7] [8] [9] The criticism related to very much issues, such as (1) an infinite time being taken to access the infinite collision energy in the extremal black hole case; (2) an infinite narrow strip between a horizon and a potential barrier where a particle can acquire the critical angular momentum due to multiple scattering in the nonextremal black hole case; (3) some astrophysical limitations such as gravitational radiation, backreaction, etc.. Jacobson et al 7 pointed out that ultra-energetic collisions cannot occur in nature due to some practical limitations. Bejger et al and Harada et al 8, 9 pointed out that while the particle energy diverges, the position of the collision makes it impossible to escape to infinity and, In this paper we aim to show that when the quantum effect of gravity is considered, the presence of infinite collision energy cannot occur. The Planck energy scale is the realm where the general relativity will encounter with the quantum mechanics. [10] [11] [12] So to the energetic collision particles, one should consider their quantum effect.
In the absence of a full quantum gravity theory, one usually uses effective theories to describe the quantum gravitational behavior such as Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime. Noncommutative geometry is recently used as an effective tool for modelling the extreme energy quantum gravitational effects of the final phase of black hole evaporation, which are plagued by singularities at a semiclassical level. Quantum mechanics teach us that the emergence of a minimal length is a natural requirement when quantum features of phase space are considered. It also holds true to spacetime.
11, 13 The singularities in general relativity and ultraviolet divergences in quantum field theory can be avoided by the presence of spacetime minimal length. These singularities and divergences are nothing but pseudo effects due to the inadequacy of the formalism at small scales/extreme energies, rather than actual physical phenomena.
At very short distances the classical concept of spacetime should give way to a somewhat fuzzy picture. 11 The fundamental notion of the noncommutative geometry is that the picture of spacetime as a manifold of points breaks down at distance scales of the order of the Planck length: Spacetime events cannot be localized with an accuracy given by Planck length 14 as well as particles do in the quantum phase space. So that the points on the classical commutative manifold should then be replaced by states on a noncommutative algebra and the point-like object is replaced by a smeared object 15 to cure the singularity problems at the terminal stage of black hole evaporation.
16
The approach to noncommutative quantum field theory follows two paths: one is based on the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal *-product and the other on coordinate coherent state formalism. 15 In a recent paper, 17 following the coherent state approach, it has been shown that Lorentz invariance and unitary, which are controversial questions raised in the *-product approach, can be achieved by assuming ϑ µν = ϑ diag(ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ D/2 ), where ϑ is a constant which has the dimension of length 2 , D is the dimension of spacetime 18 and, there isn't any UV/IR mixing. Inspire by these results, various black hole solutions of noncommutative spacetime have been found. 19, 20 In this letter we use the noncommutative Kerr solution to study the problem of the particles' center of mass energy when they collide at the horizon. 
The noncommutative Kerr black hole
In history, the study on rotating black hole solution had been met with technical difficulties in solving Einstein equations, and completely ignored the appropriate matter source. The obtainment of Kerr solution is based on the so-called "vacuum solution" method consisting in assuming an additional symmetry for the metric and solving field equations with no matter source. Integration constants are then determined comparing the weak field limit of the solution with known Newtonian-like forms. This approach is physically unsatisfactory especially in General Relativity, where basic postulate is that geometry is determined by the mass-energy distribution. Using the noncommutative geometry method and following the basic Einstein's idea that spacetime is curved due to the presence of matter, Smailagic et al derives the line element of the noncommutative Kerr black hole
and
where ϑ is a spacetime noncommutative parameter a , a is the spinning black hole's angular momentum. The commutative Kerr metric is obtained from (1) in the limit r/ √ ϑ → ∞. Equation (1) leads to the mass distribution M ( r ) = 2M 0 γ 3/2 , r 2 /4ϑ / √ π, where M 0 is the total mass of the source. In the classical General Relativity, black hole's mass is dealt by point-like mass, and then it can be a constant. But in the noncommutative gravity, the mass cannot be treated as a constant, it is the mass distribution M (r).
Depending on the values of a, √ ϑ and M 0 , the metric displays different causal structure: existence of two horizons (non-extremal black hole), one horizon (extremal black hole) or no horizons (massive spinning droplet ). Due to ∆(r + ) = 0 cannot be solved analytically, we list some values of the maximum angular momentum a max , the single horizon r + and mass distribution M + on the horizon in Table  1 by letting M 0 = 1 b . Table 1 shows that the maximum angular momentum a max decreases with the increase of the spacetime noncommutative parameter √ ϑ. It indicates the restriction of the spacetime non-commutativity on the angular momentum of black hole a The notation ϑ used here is a constant as well as Plank constant , but we still call it a spacetime noncommutative parameter since it up to now is undetermined. b The units we used here and hereafter is the total mass of the black hole M 0 , i.e., which implies that i) if √ ϑ is strong, its single horizon is close to that of the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole; ii) if √ ϑ is weak, its single horizon is close to that of the commutative Kerr hole. In other words, the point-like structure of spacetime lets a ≤ M 0 , while the minimal length of spacetime leads to a < M 0 .
When M 0 > 1.90412 √ ϑ and 0 ≤ a < a max , the two horizons (non-extremal black hole) are given by
which is different from the commutative Kerr black hole. The line element (1) describes the geometry of a noncommutative black hole and should give us useful insights about possible spacetime noncommutative effects on particle accelerators.
Near horizon collision in extremal noncommutative Kerr black hole spacetime
The solution to the geodesic equation of the noncommutative Kerr black hole is given by
where E, L, m are the particle's energy, angular momentum and rest mass. We assume throughout the paper that the motion of particles occur in the equatorial plane. Firstly, we should find the range of angular momentum of particles which can reach to the horizon under the condition a = a max . The maximum/minimum angular momentum of particles can be found using the effective potential for the radial motion in the equatorial plane. The proper time derivative of the (Boyer-Lindquist) radial coordinate of orbital motion satisfiesṙ 2 /2 + V eff (r, L, √ ϑ) = 0, where the effective potential is given in terms of the angular momentum L by
The maximum/minimum angular momentum we are looking for is defined by V eff = dV eff /dr = 0. The numerical values of maximum/minimum angular momentum are listed in Table 2 , and some effective potentials of particles with the critical, supercritical and maximum angular momentum are showed in Fig. 1 . Secondly, we should find the critical angular momentum of particles whose center of mass energy E cm were assumed to be arbitrary high when a = a max . On the background metric (1), the CM energy of two particles 1 and 2 is
where two particles' mass m 1 = m 2 = m. It is believed that if the collision occurs near the horizon, the CM energy can be unboundedly high. So the behavior of formula (6) near horizon should be considered. Here we would like to use Zaslavskii's formula 3 for seeking E cm in a model-independent form E 2 cm
where
After taking E 1 = E 2 = E for simplicity, we obtain the center of mass energy for the collision:
Then the critical angular momentum l H of particles whose center of mass energy E cm were assumed to be arbitrary high when a = a max can be found via
The numerical values of critical angular momentum are listed in Table 2 . From Table 2 , one can see that all the critical angular momentum lies beyond the range (l min , l max ), which shows that the unlimited center of mass energy cannot be approached. In addition, it is interesting that l min = −l max = −4.0, l H = ∞ when √ ϑ is maximum, which is the same as that of the commutative Schwarzschild black hole; l min = −4.82843, l max = l H = 2.0 when √ ϑ → 0, which is the same as that of the commutative Kerr black hole. Fig. 1 potentials with critical angular momentum is positive near the horizon, so they cannot approach to the horizon.
With these data, we obtain E cm for noncommutative Kerr black holes with l 1 = l min , l 2 = l max , a = a max by using Eq. (8) with
and list them in Table 3 . From the center of mass energy of particles is bounded by using a more generic formula in a model-independent form. Here we can see the spacetime noncommutative effect on black hole as particle accelerators. The spacetime noncommutative effects avoid the presence of infinite collision energy via preventing the black hole's angular momentum to reach to the black hole's mass, a = M 0 . In other words, the point-like structure of spacetime lets E cm ≤ ∞, while the presence of spacetime minimal length leads to E cm < ∞ From Table 3 , one can also see that, the bounded E cm increases with the spacetime noncommutative parameter decreasing and, if √ ϑ → 0, it coincides with that of the commutative case.
If we choose the spacetime noncommutative constant √ ϑ = 1 units c , then decrease of √ ϑ in Table 3 is corresponding to increase of black hole mass M 0 . It can be easily seen from Table 4 . √ ϑ → 0 is corresponding to M 0 → ∞. Therefore E cm increases with the black hole's mass increasing, and it cannot be approached to arbitrary high unless the black hole mass is infinite. This can be easily seen from Table 4 which is related to Table 1 by take the mass parameter M 0 in the place of √ ϑ. In Table 3 , when √ ϑ = 0.525177, a = 0, l H = ∞, then Eq. (8) is invalid any more. We use another formula to seek E cm for noncommutative Schwarzschild black c The units we used here is the spacetime noncommutative constant √ ϑ, i.e. From Table 5 , one can see that, for the noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole case, the bounded E cm increases with the spacetime noncommutative parameter if 0.52517 < √ ϑ ≤ 0.24 which is different from commutative case. If 0 < √ ϑ < 0.24, it coincides with that of the commutative case, i.e. the collision energy does not depend on the mass of black hole. Harada et al 5 pointed out that either a particle plunging from the ISCO (innermost stable circular orbit) to the horizon or orbiting the ISCO collides with another particle can obtain an arbitrarily high CM energy without any artificial fine-tuning in an astrophysical context. In this section, we consider these collisions in the extremal spinning noncommutative black hole spacetime.
The ISCO in the Kerr spacetime is explicitly given by Bardeen, Press and Teukolsky. 21 The circular orbit on the equatorial plane is given by V eff (r) = 0, V ′ eff (r) = 0, and the ISCO is determined by the condition V ′′ eff (r) = 0. Here we consider only the prograde ISCO, and the numerical values for the radius of the prograde ISCO r p , the particle energy E p . angular momentum l p are listed in Table 6 , some effective potentials are showed in Fig. 2 .
From Table 6 , we can see that when noncommutative parameter √ ϑ → 0, the prograde ISCO radius r p → M 0 , particle energy and angular momentum
When noncommutative parameter √ ϑ → 0.525177, the prograde ISCO radius r p → 6M 0 . These results coincides with those ones obtained in commutative case.
With these data, the CM energy of an ISCO particle collision can be obtained. As for the case that a particle plunging from the ISCO collides with another one, Spacetime noncommutative effect on black hole as particle accelerators 9 Table 6 . Numerical values for the radius of the prograde ISCO rp, the particle energy Ep angular momentum lp in the extremal spinning noncommutative black hole spacetime with different √ ϑ and amax(M 0 = 1, m = 1). we assume that E 1 = E p , l 1 = l p , E 2 = 1, l 2 = l min and use the formula (7) to obtain CM energy. The numerical values are listed in Table 7 . It is easy to see that it cannot collide with arbitrary high CM energy. Table 7 . Numerical values for the center of mass energy of particle plunging from the prograde ISCO colliding with other particle near the horizon in the extremal spinning noncommutative Kerr black hole spacetime with different As for the case that a particle orbiting on the ISCO and collides with another one, we assume that E 1 = E p , l 1 = l p , E 2 = 1, l 2 = l min and use the formula (6) with r = r p to obtain CM energy. The numerical values are listed in Table 8 . It is easy to see that it cannot also collide with arbitrary high CM energy. Table 8 . Numerical values for the center of mass energy of particle on the prograde ISCO colliding with other particle near the horizon in the extremal spinning noncommutative Kerr black hole spacetime with different 
Some numerical values of (r max , E cm ) for noncommutative Kerr black hole and (r ′ max , E ′ cm ) for commutative Kerr black hole are listed in Table 9 . Table 9 . Numerical values of (rmax, Ecm) for noncommutative Kerr black hole and (r ′ max , E ′ cm ) for commutative Kerr black hole with a = amax(1 − 0.01), l 1 = l H (1 − 0.01), l 2 = l min and Eq. (8) with M 0 = 1, m = 1. From table 9, it is easy to see the region between a horizon and a potential barrier is infinite narrow where a particle can acquire the critical angular momentum due to multiple scattering. It is also shows that the spacetime noncommutative effect constrains this E cm also in nonextremal rotating black hole spacetime.
Summary
We have examined the mechanism that using spinning and non-spinning black holes as particle accelerators in presence of quantum effect of gravity. Our results show that infinite center of mass energy for the colliding particles cannot be attained unless the mass of the black hole is infinite. This is due to that the point-like structure of spacetime lets a ≤ M 0 , and E cm ≤ ∞; while the presence of spacetime minimal length leads to a < M 0 , and E cm < ∞.
The present mechanisms that prevent infinite energies are (1) an infinite time being taken to access the infinite collision energy in the extremal black hole case; (2) an infinite narrow strip between a horizon and a potential barrier where a particle can acquire the critical angular momentum due to multiple scattering in the nonextremal black hole case; (3) some astrophysical limitations such as gravitational radiation, backreaction, etc. So one can see that the quantum effect of gravity is an other preventing mechanism.
Additionally, for noncommutative rotating black hole, the collision energy increases with the increasing of black hole's mass as the black hole is exactly extremal. For noncommutative Schwarzschild black hole, the bound E cm decreases with the black hole mass if 0.52517 < √ ϑ ≤ 0.24 which is different from commutative case and, if 0 < √ ϑ < 0.24, the collision energy does not depend on the mass of black hole which coincides with that of the commutative case.
Gamma-ray bursts and ultra-high-energy cosmic rays provide an important testing ground for fundamental physics. Some cosmic rays have been observed with extremely high energies. These rays may be generated at the black hole horizon which acts as a particle accelerator. Our study shows that in order to acquire higher energy, the bigger of black hole mass is required. It can be used to explore new ideas in the structure of spacetime at short (Planckian) distance scale.
